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Runtime:42 min2023 - present
Genres:Drama
Network:Apple TV+
Dear Edward is an American drama series which aired on Apple TV+. The series premiered on February 2, 2023.
 
 The story of Edward Adler, a 12-year-old boy who survives a devastating commercial plane crash that kills every other passenger on the flight, including his family. As Edward and a diverse ensemble of others affected by the tragedy try to make sense of life after the crash, unexpected friendships, romances and communities are formed.
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Actors
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Edward Adler
Colin O'Brien
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Lacey
Taylor Schilling
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John
Carter Hudson
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Adriana
Anna Uzele
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Jordan
Maxwell Jenkins
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Shay
Eva Ariel Binder
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Season 1
0 / 10
Season 1

To episodes





Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Dear Edward.
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News (3)
[image: Dear Edward canceled by Apple TV+ after one season]
Dear Edward canceled by Apple TV+ after one season

Apple TV+ has chosen not to order a second season of their Original drama series Dear Edward.

21 Apr 2023
4

[image: Series of the year election 2023 - February 2023 poll]
Series of the year election 2023 - February 2023 poll

Since 2012, MySeries has held a series of the year election every year. Every year our fantastic writers nominate ten series in fifteen categories. But every single year there is always that one category where people just aren't satisfied.

 1 Mar 2023

[image: Premiere date AppleTV+'s drama series Dear Edward]
Premiere date AppleTV+'s drama series Dear Edward

Dear Edward is coming soon to Apple TV+. The streaming service announced a premiere date for the new drama from Jason Katims.

18 Dec 2022
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AngelineStacy
16 Apr 2023
I would love to know if anyone else was let down about how psyched this show was made to be and how much build up there was in the first couple of episodes and then it basically fizzled ... I won't give away too much. I'm just curious what others think.
0
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Dexter
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Friends
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Breaking Bad
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Sherlock
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The Walking Dead
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Game of Thrones
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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